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Atlantica jackpot guide

This will be a guide to how to make money after playing atlantica Online.After Atlantica Online for a few months now people find a difficult time making gold without using the item mall. If you are one of these people in this guide then this guide is a difficult time to make gold and use the item mall. After reading this guide you will see less later how easy it really is to make millions or
even billions of gold in 2 weeks. The first things are a character who is able to go above level 90 and go to Goonzu World first. Goonzu World is located near Pusan in Northeast Asia and is only open from 8pm.m. Friday to 2s.m. It's Sunday every week. To enter this dungeon, however, the dubest poet can be obtained after completing a quest and the prize must be traded, a
Goonzu World Coupon, a Goonzu World Entry Pass, with a pass to Ticket Agent Acong. You can get only one coupon one day and 3 coupons = 1 ticket so you can get up to 7 coupons each week which means 2 tickets with 1 coupon left. That's going to be the key to making money. Now that you have access to Goonzu, you will need a Jackpot License.Jackpot license, which can
be purchased on the market at a fixed price, the Jackpot System will be activated.-Under affected by this license, all your loot items will accumulate in an item acquisition window. In this window, you can press two buttons: Collect all or jackpot challenge.-Collect all -&gt; just choose your items to inventory-Jackpot Challenge -&gt; an item. If you select an item and click on the
Jackpot Challenge button, you can get the item you selected as a bonus.-Depending on the values for leaving items, you can get the additional quantity of the selected item.-If you do not have enough stock space, the items will be mailed to you.-Even if your value to export the item is 12 and the maximum amount is 10,000, the maximum number of items obtained is 99,999. If you
go above the maximum amount, the item will enter your inventory. Now that you have a Jackpot License, you need to enter Goonzu World. Once you go 2 floors in it and start killing, but remember that the best way to kill Goonzu is to use bewitch parchment to make sure there are many. Now here is an important part of getting the right items into the bonus. Keep killing monsters
up to these 4 items in your bonus Conquers Equipment Box, Frozen Equipment Box, Divine Equipment Box and Phoenix Feather. After you get these 4 in the jackpot just kill and keep getting as many boxes as you can. Remember, DON'T KEEP THESE 4 ITEMS IN YOUR JACKPOT!!! Once I feel there are enough boxes (I recommend that at least 50+ frozen boxes and 50+
phoenix feathers are also 100+ fetheder) only bonuses for frozen EQUIPMENT Boxes. Why Ask for frozen boxes on the hymn? Well the main reason is that divine boxes are difficult to bonus but another reason is that divine boxes can get more frozen boxes because they are worth more than the jackpot value than frozen. Now you have bonuses for frozen boxes should tons of
them. You can either sell the boxes themselves or open them individually and sell them on the market. Frozen Equipment Boxes normally sell a piece of about 2mil but if you open them, items get items and the proportions they go for can be worth about 2m-3.5m each piece. I suggest you open them one by one and sell them, because by doing so, you can maximize your profits.
Make myself goonzu about 8 hours every 2 weeks which makes me about 300+ frozen boxes land and by doing so about 800mil-1bil. Well this is the end of all this guide useful and hope the new found wealth luck found best! Atlantica: ariels grotto trick on ios Banken, darunter auch terug wint guides gambling boxes each Way d moolah slot machine overview borderlands tips
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